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BALANCED FILTERS 

John W. Carlson 

Introduction 

It is well known that on a set every filter is the 

intersection of the family of ultrafilters that contain it. 

The corresponding result fails in a topological space. 

That is; for example, not every open filter is the inter

section of all the open ultrafilters that contain it. 

Those that are will be called balanced open filters. 

Balanced closed filters will be defined similarly. 

Balanced closed filters have been used, Carlson [3], 

to characterize the closed subsets of the Wallman compacti

fication of a Tl topological space. A similar concept for 

balanced z-filters was used by Carlson [4] to characterize 
'If 

the closed subsets in the Stone-Cech compactification of 

a completely regular topological space. The one-to-one 

correspondence between the nonempty closed subsets of the 

hyperabsolute of a Tl space and the balanced open grills 

is shown in Carlson [5]. Balanced collections of open 

ultrafilters have been used by Porter and Votaw, in [10] 

and [11], in their study of H-closed extensions. Our work 

will be related to theirs in section five of this paper. 

In a natural way, the concepts of a balanced collec

tion of minimal prime open filters and a balanced collec

tion of minimal prime closed filters is introduced. Inter

sections of such collections will be called minimal 
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balanced open or closed filters, as appropriate. An 

open filter 0 will be called closed generated provided 

there exists a closed filter F such that 0 is the open 

envelope of F. Open generated closed filters will be de

fined similarly. It is shown that the open generated 

closed filters (closed generated open filters) are pre

cisely the minimal balanced open filters (minimal balanced 

closed filters). 

1. Preliminaries 

Let (X,t) denote a Tl topological space. Let C de

note the collection of all the closed subsets in X. 

Definition 1.1. Let a C P(X). Set: 

(1) F(a) {F: F is closed and X - F fI?: a} 

(2) O(a) {O: 0 is open and x - 0 f! a} 

(3) G(a) {F: F is closed and these exist A E a with
 

F :::) A}
 

(4) S (a) {O: 0 is open and there exi~ts A E a with 

o :::) A} 

(5) Sec (a, t) {O E t: 0 n A ~ ~ for each A E a} 

(6) Sec (a,C) {F E e: F n A ~ ~ for each A E a} 

G(a) is called the closed envelope of a and Sea) is
 

called the open envelope of a. If a is a collection of
 

open sets then Sec (a,t) will be denoted by Sec (a); if
 

a is a collection of closed subsets then Sec (a,C) will
 

be denoted by Sec (a). In general; Sec2 (a,B) = Sec
 

(Sec (a., B), B). 
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Definition 1.2. A prime open filter P is a nonempty 

collection of open sets satisfying 

(1) 9J ~ P 

(2) 0 open and Q E P => 0 E P 

(3) 0 E P and Q E P => 0 n PEP 

(4) 0 and Q open and 0 U Q E P => 0 E P or Q E P 

A prime closed filter is defined similarly. 

Lemma 1.3. Let U be a nonempty collection of open 

sets and V a nonempty coll,ection of closed sets. 

(1) Sec (U,e) c F(U) 

(2) Sec (V, t) C o(V) 

( 3) Sec (U,t) O(G(U» 

( 4) Sec (V,c) F (S ( V) ) 

Let K be a prime closed filter and P a prime open 

filter. Set K* = Sec (K,t) and p* = Sec (P,C). Salbany, 

in [11], has shown that K* is a prime open filter and p* 

is a prime closed filter. By Lemma 1.3, p* = F(P) and 

K* O(K). 

Definition 1.4. Let 0 be an open filter. Set b{O) 

n{M: Mis an open ultrafilter and M ~ O}. 

An open filter 0 is said to be balanced provided 

o = b(O)i that is, 0 is equal to the intersection of all 

of the open ultrafilters that contain it. 

Definition 1.5. Let F be a closed filter Set b(F) 

n{N: N is a closed ultrafilter and N ~ F}. A closed 
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filter F is said to be balanced provided F = b{F)i that 

is, F is equal to the intersection of the family of closed 

ultrafilters that contain 

(1)	 A closed filter F is said to be open generated if 

there exists an open filter 0 such that F = G{O). 

(2)	 An open filter ° is said to be closed generated if 

there exists a closed filter F such that 0 = S{F). 

Definition 1.6. A minimal prime open filter is 

prime open filter that is minimal in the collection of 

prime open filters. 

Minimal prime closed filters are defined similarly. 

Theorem 1.7. Let 01 and 02 be nonempty collections 

of open sets and Fl and F2 be nonempty colZections of 

closed sets. 

(l) °2 implies G{OI) C G(02)°1 C 

(2) C implies F(02) C F(OI)°1	 °2 
(3)	 FI 

C F implies S (F ) c S (F )
2 I 2 

(4)	 F C implies o(F ) c o(F )
1	 F2 2 1 

Theorem 1.8. Let K be a nonempty collection of 

closed sets and P a nonempty collection of open sets. 

(I)	 K is a prime cZosed filter iffi O{K) is an open 

prime filter. 

(2)	 K is a minimaZ prime closed filter iffi O(K) is an 

open ultrafilter. 

(3)	 K is a closed ultrafilter iffi O{K) is a minimal 

prime open filter. 
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(4) P is a prime open filter iffi F(P) is a prime closed 

filter. 

(5) P is a minimal prime open filter iffi F(P) is a 

closed ul,trafil,ter. 

(6) P is an open ul,trafilter iffi F(P) is a minimal, prime 

cl,osed filter. 

(7) K F(O(K» 

(8) P O(F(P» 

The following result is used repeatedly in the sequel. 

Theorem 1.9. Let Mbe an open ul,trafil,ter and N a 

cl,osed ultrafilter. Then: 

(1) S (N) 0 (N) 

(2) G(M) F(M) 

The mapping S preserves convergence and the mapping 

G preserves adherence in the sense made precise by the 

following theorem. 

Theorem 1.10. Let F be a cl,osed fil,ter and 0 be an 

open filter. 

(1) x E adh F impZies x E adh S(F) 

(2) G(O) + x impZies 0 + x 

(3) x E adh 0 iffi x E adh G(O) 

(4) F + x iffi S(F) + x. 

It is easy to see that 0 + x does not imply that 

G(O) + x nor does x E adh S(F) imply that x E adh F. 
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2.	 Prime open filters and prime closed filters 

On a set X, a prime filter is an ultrafilter. More

over, each filter on a set is the intersection of the 

family of ultrafilters that contain it and each grill is 

precisely the union of a nonempty family of ultrafilters. 

In a topological space a prime open filter need not 

be an open ultrafilter nor is a prime closed filter neces

sarily a closed ultrafilter. Moreover; open filters are 

not necessarily the intersection of the family of open 

ultrafilters that contain them. Indeed, these are the 

balanced open filters. Similarly, an open grill is not 

necessarily the union of family open ultrafilters and the 

corresponding statements are true for closed filters and 

closed grills. 

However, it can be shown [5], that the prime open 

filters generate the open filters and the open grills in 

the same way as ultrafilters generate filters and grills. 

Similarly for prime closed filters. This is made precise 

in the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1. 

(1)	 Every open filter equals the intersection of the
 

family of prime open filters that contain it.
 

(2)	 Every closed filter equals the intersection of the
 

family of prime closed filters that contain it.
 

(3)	 Every open grill is precisely the union of a family 

of prime open filters. 

(4)	 Every closed grill is precisely the union of a family 

of pPime closed filteps. 
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Notation 2.2. Let F be a closed filter and 0 an 

open filter. Then there exist index sets A and n such 

that 

F	 n{Ka.: a. E A} 

o n{pa.: a. E n} 

where Ka is a prime closed filter for each a E A and Pa is 

a prime open filter for each a E n. 

Theorem 2.3. Let X be a Tl topological space. The 

following statements are equivalent. (Frolik [6]) 

(1)	 Every prime open filter is an open ultrafilter. 

(2)	 Every prime closed filter is a closed ultrafiltep. 

(3)	 Each closed ultrafilter F satisfies the following 

equivalent properties: 

(A)	 F E F implies there exists G E F and 0 open 

with G:·C··O C F 

(B)	 F E F implies that int F E S(F) 

(C)	 F G(S ( F) ) • 

(4)	 X has the discrete topology. 

The mappings 0 and F interchange convergence and 

adherence in the sense made precise by the following 

theorem. 

Theorem 2.4. Let P be a prime open filter and K a 

prime closed filter. Then: 

(1)	 F(P) + x implies x E adh P 

(2)	 K + x implies x E adh O(K) 

(3)	 x E adh K iffi O(K) + x 

(4)	 P + x iffi x E adh F(P). 
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It is easy to see that x E adh P does not imply that 

F(P) converges to x nor does x E adh O(K) imply that 

K -+ x. 

3. Balanced open filters and balanced closed filters 

As defined in section 1, an open filter is called
 

balanced provided it is equal to the intersections of the
 

family of open ultrafilters that contain it. A balanced
 

closed filter is defined similarly.
 

Lemma 3.1. (Carlson [3]). Let 0 be an open filter
 

and F a closed filter on a Tl topological space X.
 

(1) Sec (0) = U{M: M an open ultrafilter and 0 C M} 

(2) Sec2 (0) = n{M: Man open ultrafilter and 0 C M} 

(3) Sec ( F) = U{N: N a closed ultrafilter and F C N} 

(4) Sec2 ( F) = n{N: N a closed ultrafilter and FeN} 

Theorem 3.2. (Porter and Votaw [11]). Let F be an
 

open filter on X and G = n{u: U is an open ultrafilter
 

with Feu}. Then G = {U: U is open and int IT E F} =
 
F v V where V = {u: U is open and dense}.
 

Easily G in the above theorem by Porter and Votaw 

corresponds to our b(F). 

Intuitively, an open filter 0 is not balanced if 

there exists an open set that is "almost" in 0 in the 

sense that the open set contains no members of 0 but its 

closure does. It follows that a balanced open filter 

must contain each open dense set. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let X be a T topological space and setl 

S = n{M: Man open ultrafilter on X}. Let 0 be an open 

filter on X. Then: 

(1)	 S is the smallest balanced open filter on X 

(2)	 S = {O: 0 is an open dense set} 

(3)	 b(O) = {Q E t: there exists 0 E 0 with 0 C Q} 

(4)	 b(O) is the smallest balanced open filter con

taining O. 

(5)	 (Porter and Votaw [11]) b(O) = 0 v S 

Theorem 3.4. Let 0 be an open filter. The following 

statements are equivalent. 

(1)	 0 is balanced and prime
 

2
(2)	 0 U Q E sec (0) implies 0 E 0 or Q E O. 

Theorem 3.5. Let F be a closed filter. The following 

statements are equivalent. 

(1)	 F is a balanced closed filter. 

(2)	 For each closed set G fC F there e~ists an open 

set o ::> G such that F $Z 0 for each F E F. 

(3)	 If F is a closed set and each open 0 that con

tains F be longs to S (F) then F E F. 

Intuitively, a closed filter F is not balanced if 

there exists a closed set F that is "almost" in F in the 

sense that every open set that contains F also contains a 

member of F. 

Theorem 3.6. Let X be a Tl topological space and F 

a closed filter on X. 
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(1)	 b(F) = F U{G: G is c1os~d and for each 0 E t 

with 0 ~ G there exists F e F with F CO}. 

(2)	 If X is normal then each balanced prime closed 

filter is a closed ultrafilter. 

Theorem 3.7. Let F be a closed filter and 0 an open 

filter. Then: 

(1)	 S(F) S(b(F» 

(2)	 G (0) G(b(O» 

4.	 Open generated closed filter and closed generated 

open ftlters 

By Theorem 3.7, we have that the open envelope of a 

closed filter equals the open envelope of the smallest 

balanced closed filter that contains the filter; that is, 

S(F) = S(bF) for each closed filter F. The corresponding 

result holds for open filters. 

Theorem 4.1. A c,losed fi l ter F is open gener-ated if 

and only if cl(int F) e F for each F e F. 

Theorem 4.2. Let F be a closed filter and 0 an open 

filter. 

(1)	 If F is prime then S (F) C 0 (F) and S (F) o(F) iffi 

F is a closed ultpafiltep. 

(2)	 If 0 is prime then G(O) C F(O) and G(O) F(O) iffi 

o is	 an open ultrafilter. 

(3)	 If S (F) is an open ultrafilter then F is a c?osed
 

ultpafilter.
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(4)	 If G(O) is a aZosed uZtrafiZter then 0 is an open 

uZtrafiZter. 

(5)	 If X is normaZ then S (F) = S(G(S(F»). 

(6)	 If X is normaZ then o is aZosed generated iffi 0 

S(G(O». 

Theorem 4.3. Let F, and F2 be aZosed fiZters and 
J. 

0 and O2 be open fiZters.1 

(1)	 S (F ) S (F2) iffi b (Fl ) = b(F2) • l 

(2)	 G(Ol) G(02) iffi b(Ol) b (02) • 

Definition 4.4. Let S be a specified type of filter. 

A nonempty collection C will be called a balanced 'collec

tion of type S provided: 

(1)	 if F E Sand F ~ nc then F E C, and 

(2) if F E Sand F C UC then F E C. 

(For our work, S will be the: open ultrafilters, closed 

ultrafilters, minimal prime open filters, or minimal prime 

closed filters.) An open filter 0 is called a minimal 

balanced open filter provided there exists a balanced col

lection P of minimal prime open filters such that 0 = np. 

Minimal balanced closed filters are defined similarly. 

Every balanced open (closed) filter is the intersec

tion of a balanced collection of open (closed) ultra

filters. Also, if {N : ~ E O} is a balanced collection of 
~ 

closed ultrafilters then s(n{N : ~ EO}) = n{S(N ): ~ E G}. 
~	 ~ 

Theorem 4.5. Let X be a topological spaae. Let F 

be a aZosed fiZter and 0 an open fiZter. Then: 
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(1)	 F is an open gene~ated cZosed fiZte~ if and onZy if
 

F is a minimaZ baZanced cZosed fiZte~.
 

(2)	 0 is a cZosed gene~ated open fiZte~ if and onZy if 0 

is a minimaZ balanced open filte~. 

P~oof. Let F be an open. generated closed filter. 

Then there exists an open filter 01 such that F = G(Ol).
 

Let 0 = b(Ol). Then, 0 is a balanced open filter and by
 

Theorem 3.6, F = G(Ol) = G(b(Ol» = G(O). Since 0 is
 

balanced, the family {M: 0 C M, M an open ultrafilter}
 

is a balanced collection of open ultrafilters. Let n be
 

an index set for this collection. Then 0 n{M: a E n}
a
 

and F = G(O) = n{G(M ): a E n} = n{F(M ): a En}. Now
 a a
 

{F(M ): a E O} is a balanced collection of minimal prime
a 
closed filters and thus F is a minimal balanced closed 

filter. 

If F is a minimal balanced closed filter there exists 

a balanced collection of minimal prime closed filters 

{K • aE n} such that F = n{K : a En}. Now {O(K ): a E n} a· a a
 

isa balanced collection of open ultrafilters and 0 =
 
n{O(K ): a E n} is a balanced open filter. Now, G(O)
a
 
rt{ G(0 (K .) ): a En} = rt{ F (0 (K »: a En} = n{ K : a E .n}
 a	 a a 

F. Thus, F is an open generated closed filter. The 
til' 

proof	 of (2) follows in a similar manner. 

5.	 Applications 

The concept of a balanced collection of open ultra-

filters was called "saturated" by Porter and Votaw [11] 

in their study of H-closed extensions of Hausdorff spaces. 
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In this section, oY denotes the trace filter of y E Y 

when Y is an extension of X and ax denotes the Fomin 

H-closed extension of X. 

Theorem 5.1. (Porter and Votaw [11]). Suppose there 

exists a continuous function from aX onto an H-cLosed 

extension Y of X that Leaves X pointwise fixed. Let 

F C Y\X. The foLLowing are equivaLent: 

(a)	 F is cLosed in Y 

(b)	 F is compact 

(c)	 n{oY : y E F} is a free.open fiLter and if 

n{oY: y E F} meets OZ for some Z E Y\X then 

z E F. 

If in the above theorem we let Y = aX and the iden

tity map on Y be the continuous map we have that condi

tion (c) is equivalent to saying that {oy: y E F} is 

balanced collection of open ultrafilters; or equivalently, 

that n{oY: y E F} is a balanced free open filter. Thus, 

we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2. Let X be a Hausdorff topological space. 

Then there exists a 1-1 coppespondence between the 

balanced fpee open filters on X and the nonempty closed 

subsets ofaX-~, the remainder of the Fomin H-cLosed ex

tension of x. 

Essentially, Porter and Votaw [11], in this inter

esting paper, partition aX-X into closed subsets, replace 

each closed subset by the corresponding balanced open 
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filter and use the quotient topology to obtain a simple 

H-closed extension of X. Simple here means that the new 

extension has the simple extension topology in the sense 

of Banaschewski [1]. 

The following sequence of results lead to a relation

ship between the Fomin H-closed extension and the Stone-
v 

Cech	 compaction of a space. 

Definition 5.3. An open filter 0 is called regular 

provided 0 E 0 implies there exists Q E 0 with Q C o. 

(Equivalently, 0 = S(G(O».) 

Lemma 5.4. Let Mbe an open ultpafiltep. Mis 

pegulap iffi Mis olosed generated. 

Theopem 5.5. Let X be a regular spaoe. The follow

ing statements ape equivalent. 

(A)	 Evepy fpee open ultpafilter is regular. 

(B)	 Every free prime open filter is a free open 

ultpafiltep. 

Proof. (A) => (B). Suppose P is a free prime open 

filter that is not an open ultrafilter. Then there exists 

an open ultrafilter Msuch that P C Mand P ~ M. Now, by 

A and Lemma 5.4 there exists a closed ultrafilter N such 

that M = O(N). Hence F(P) 1 F(M) = F(O(N», which is 

impossible. Thus, P is a free open ultrafilter. 

(B) => (A). Let M be a free open ultrafilter. Set 

K F(M). Then K is a minimal prime closed filter· and 
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there exists a closed ultrafilter N ~ K. Let P = O(N). 

Then, P = O(N) c O(K) = O(F(M» = M. By condition (B), 

SeN) O(N) = P = Mprovided P is free. 

P is clearly a minimal prime open filter. In order
 

to show that P is free, we first note that adh K = nK C
 

{M: M E M} =~. Similarly, KeN implies N is a free 

closed ultrafilter. Now P = O(N) = S(N). Let x E ~. 

Now {x} ~ N and so there exist N E N with x ~ N. Since X 

is regular there exists disjoint open sets Ox and ON con

taining x and N, respectively. Now ON E SeN) and x ~ ON. 

Thus, P is a free open filter. 

Hence, we have that M= SeN), where N is a free 

closed ultrafilter. M is regular by Lemma 5.4. 

Theorem 5.6. (Porter and Votaw [10]). Let X be 
.., 

Hausdorff. aX is the Stone-Cech compactification of X iffi 

X is re.gular and every free open ultrafilter is regular. 

The following theorem follows from Theorems 5.5 and 

5.6. 

Theorem 5.7. Let X be Hausdorff. aX is the Stone
..,
 
Cech compactification iffi X is regular and every free
 

prime open filter is a free open ultrafilter. 
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